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AMCHAM T&T’S VISION
As The Pathway To The Americas, AMCHAM T&T is focussed on
the stimulation and promotion of trade, investment and export
oriented growth in the Western Hemisphere.

AMCHAM T&T’S MISSION
AMCHAM T&T will add value to our member companies within the
following key focus areas:
• Enhancement of Competitiveness
• Generation of New Business and Market Access for Services/
Goods
• Influence on Policies and Legislation
• Transfer of Knowledge
• Contribution to Sustainable Development

History teaches us that
crisis and even disaster
occur far more frequently
than we anticipate. Natural
disasters, man-made catastrophes and financial
crises, all demonstrate the
vulnerability to seemingly
unpredictable events that
are bound to happen.
How do we negate such
vulnerabilities and prepare
to bounce back from
Nirad Tewarie
any reality? Resilience
is a quality we develop
CEO, AMCHAM T&T
over time as we acquire
knowledge, perspective
and skills. A resilient
person, workforce or economy is one that performs well
under pressure and responds quickly and effectively to
change.
I believe that as we continue to look at the current global economy
and the implications of all of the systemic changes that are taking
place, AMCHAM T&T has a critical role to play as an advocate and
aggregator of views. To effect positive change, we need to be part of
the change. We need to participate not just in identifying the problem
but in proposing solutions and actively seeking the implementation
of such.
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In this regard, we made every effort to submit to the Ministry
of Finance our budget recommendations, which we believe will
assist in bolstering the economy and help create a more facilitative
environment for business. The aim of this is not to have every
recommendation met, but to ensure that there is a credible voice that
speaks to the needs of the business community in the context of what
is in the long-term national interests. You will find a summary of our
recommendations on page 12 &13.
While the National Budget is part of the national economic
decision-making process, each organisation within the economy
needs to ensure that it engages in the type of long-term thinking
that allows for resilience and success. The article Profit and Resilience
Through a Dynamic Strategy on page 16 speaks to some of the ways
in which this can be achieved.
There is no greater need for resilience than in the area of Health
and Safety. This is why we believe in the importance of having events
such as our 20th Annual Health, Safety, Security and Environment
Conference and Exhibition as well as the National Excellence in HSE
Awards. More than just a two-day event, this is an opportunity to
bring together the greatest thought leaders, innovators and thinkers
in this field.
We also take this opportunity to honour the recipient of the 2016
Spirit of AMCHAM awardee, Eugene Tiah, a past President of AMCHAM
T&T and a member of the Board of Directors for the past 12 years,
until his resignation in April 2016. On behalf of the Board and the
Secretariat, we thank Eugene for his dedication and tireless service
to AMCHAM T&T, and we wish him continued success in everything
that he does.
We continue to promote responsible business, an efficient and
accountable public sector, and the expansion and diversification of
our markets. We hope the articles in this edition of the Linkage will
help you in your businesses both by providing some context as well as
practical tips on building resilience.

Cover photo: ESB Professional/Shutterstock
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VIEWPOINT

T

he theme of this issue of Linkage
is one that resonates with me on
many levels. My roles as a business
owner, President of AMCHAM T&T
and a resident of Trinidad and
Tobago, offer me various perspectives on
a number of national issues.
A question that is always leading in all
of the above roles is “How can we – the
business community and citizens – harness
our potential and utilise our resources in a
way that makes us more resilient?” For after
all, the new landscape in which we all operate
warrants a measure of resilience to withstand
now more frequent, unplanned, spontaneous
and disruptive events.

WHAT IS RESILIENCE?

Ravi Suryadevara
President, AMCHAM T&T
“I wouldn't be where I am now
if I didn't fail ... a lot. The good,
the bad, it's all part of the
success equation."
"It's not about money or
connections - it's the willingness
to outwork and outlearn
everyone. And if it fails, you
learn from what happened and
do a better job next time."
Mark Cuban, billionaire businessman who parlayed his
obsessions into successful businesses. He sold his first
company, MicroSolutions, for $6 million, and then started
the business that would eventually become Broadcast.
com, which he sold to Yahoo! for $5.7 billion in 1999.
(ref: http://www.fool.com/investing/2016/09/14/7quintessential-mark-cuban-quotes.aspx)
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According to the Oxford Dictionary, the
definition of resilience is “the capacity to
recover quickly from difficulties; toughness”. If
we are to dig deeper into this definition, one
can narrow in on the word capacity. When
people ask how they can be resilient, they are
really looking at how they can increase their
capacity to weather the storm, increase their
inherent ability to bounce back from seemingly
unpredictable disruptive events.

A

s we approach the beginning of a new
fiscal year for Trinidad and Tobago, the
Government will present the
2016/2017 National Budget. We are all
now more aware of the period of
economic adjustment we are facing and the
ramifications of such on the economy. When
we look at some of the statistics over the past
year, a very challenging picture is portrayed.

WHY RESILIENCE?
According to the Central Bank Trinidad &
Tobago Monetary Policy Report in May 2016,
in the first quarter of 2016 output from the
energy sector is estimated to have contracted
by roughly 9.9 percent, when compared to
the corresponding period one year earlier.
Domestic upstream energy sector production
continues to be adversely affected by the
natural decline in the rate of extraction from
oil and gas fields, as well as stoppages for
infrastructural work and other operational
issues. Consumer and labour confidence
surveys point to deteriorating confidence in
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the first quarter of 2016, and revised estimates
indicate that the budgeted deficit for the fiscal
year 2015/2016 may be around 4.0% of GDP,
compared with the initial budgeted deficit of
1.5% of GDP.
We at AMCHAM T&T continue to stress that
the challenging times can be an opportunity to
build our character and increase our capacity to
create an environment in which both setbacks
and successes are treated as positive learning
experiences. If anything, we have learnt that
the ability to respond quickly, decisively and
effectively to unforeseen and unpredictable
forces is now an imperative.

R

esilience begins with good leadership.
It begins with setting priorities,
allocating resources and making the
commitments to establish systems
that will promote organisational
resilience. It requires long-term thinking that
may require some short-term sacrifices. This
type of leadership achieves a balance between
risk-taking and risk containment to ensure
ongoing innovation.
Once done effectively, the above has
a positive influence on the culture of the
organisation and its people. A resilient culture
is built on principles of empowerment,
purpose, trust and accountability. People tend
to perform better in this kind of environment,
and the effect of a challenging environment is
mitigated somewhat by teamwork, camaradery
and purpose.

TAKE RESPONSIBILITY
The fast pace of the world ensures that
no place can depend on past successes to
succeed in the future. As with organisations,
the same applies for economies. Inadequate
systems, antiquated polices and ineffective
procedures can stifle an economy at a time
when we should be looking for ways to ensure
its buoyancy. We are fully aware that this is a
challenging time for the Government but in
the end, they now have the responsibility to
steer the ship of state and must be focused
and determined in embarking on actions that
can put us in a position to be better off
tomorrow than we are today. The business
community must respond similarly. We hope
the thoughts in this edition of Linkage are
useful in that regard.

Photo courtesy Amerijet

CEO's Perspective

Simon Pantin talks about ...

LOGISTICS IN THE CARIBBEAN
The Amerijet Experience

L

ogistics can sometimes be
described as the ‘art’ of moving
stuff from one place to another –
effortlessly. It is often said that the
extent to which one is able to truly
make the movement seem effortless to
the customer, is the extent to which one
can claim to have mastered that ‘art’.
Amerijet International has been a proud
provider of logistics service to our many
clients throughout the Caribbean for over
25 years.

among the CARICOM countries in the southern
Caribbean.

We have worked closely with farmers of hot
peppers in Dominica, St. Lucia, St. Vincent,
Grenada and Trinidad & Tobago, helping them
source buyers for their produce and moving the
crop to market. For many years, we engineered
special containers and dollies with custom-built
locks attached, to allow hotels on the island
of Nevis to import their perishable food in
pristine condition for their guests. We have
also had the privilege of moving extremely
sensitive shipments from factories in Canada
and Germany into the Caribbean and delivering
them to the final consignees, sometimes with
the customer living and working in another
country or continent.

CHARTERS

RIGHT TIMING
As we worked on perfecting the art of
making these movements appear effortless to
the client, in 2000, we attempted to implement
the first cargo hub in the Caribbean with a
small aircraft based initially in Grenada and to
provide, for the first time, daily scheduled air
cargo service to the neighbouring islands. After
six months, we moved the hub to Trinidad. This
initiative was unsustainable at the time for a
variety of reasons; however, the cooperation
of the local Customs and Airport Authority, as
well as the response from the local business
community, was very encouraging. It helped us
to realise that even if the concept was ahead of
its time, it was a necessary development that
just needed the right time and opportunity to
germinate.
In 2009, we established a full-service cargo
hub for the southern Caribbean and based one
of our aircraft at the Piarco International Airport
in Trinidad. The hub was a result of requests
from our customers for better connectivity
8

rom Trinidad, we provided service
to Guyana, Grenada, St. Vincent, St. Lucia,
Barbados, Martinique, and strategic cities in
eastern Venezuela. The hub also allowed us to
initiate service to Suriname, and today we are
very happy to be the only cargo airline in the
region that offers scheduled all-cargo service
between all CARICOM member states.

An unplanned advantage of the investment
in Trinidad is that it also allows us to satisfy
several ad hoc charter requests, such as to
move television filming equipment for cricket
and football games all over the Caribbean and
special large shipment charters to Guyana,
Suriname and even French Guiana.
On paper, this new service seemed easy
enough, but in time the challenges began
to appear. What do you do, for example,
when a shipper in Guyana is exporting an
anteater, and when the door of the aircraft
is opened in Barbados you discover that the
creature has clawed its way out of the box?
Which veterinarian do you call to inspect
a shipment of tarantulas on their way to a
zoo? Which local authority in South America
do you contact to move musical instruments
from Europe to Argentina when the client
wants to use your hub because they heard
that you operate a cargo hub in the Caribbean
and is the Caribbean not ‘next door’ to South
America anyway?
Many times, the challenge to make these
movements appear effortless certainly made
each day unique and filled with learning, and
we appreciated the patience of the clients, the
tenacity of our local team in Piarco and the
flexibility of the local authorities.

STAKEHOLDERS
Our membership in the local AMCHAM
(along with our willingness to participate
in several of the committees and subcommittees) proved invaluable, as we grew
in knowledge and understanding of the local
government infrastructure and the regulatory
framework within which our business needed
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to operate. Amerijet has been an active
member of AMCHAM Trinidad & Tobago for
more than ten years, and we look forward to
our continued partnership.
The government and people of Trinidad
& Tobago have been very supportive and
facilitating. We are happy for the opportunity
to work closely with the Airport, Civil Aviation,
and Customs. Like any relationship, we push and
challenge each other, but always with the goal
of improved service and effortless logistics. We
were the first, and for several months the only,
airline to be fully compliant with the electronic
Customs ASYCUDA system, and many of our
clients and Customs Brokers quickly recognised
the benefits of this progressive thinking for the
processing of import and export shipments.
We are now in active discussions to move into a
paperless environment for even more benefits.
Thankfully, the daily service to Trinidad that
the hub requires also allows us to effortlessly
move the various volumes generated by
e-commerce business activity and imported by
the various local courier companies into Trinidad
and Tobago. These shipments might include
hard-to-find school text books for students,
spare parts for the yachting community, or just
the perfect gift for someone special. Whatever
the occasion or the purchase, our cargo flights,
arriving early in the morning, seven days per
week, making the whole online shopping
experience as easy as one click on a computer.

TRENDSETTERS
From our perspective, growth in Trinidad and
Tobago’s air freight industry came about when
we began to increase the flight frequency from
two flights per week to the daily flights that
we operate today. This pertains as much to
imports as it does to exports. When customers
choose to pay for air freight, they want to
know that the transit time is short and that
their shipments can move immediately. For this
reason, we have asked the Airports Authority
to double the amount of land that we lease
from them and to give us a term of at least 50
years from today. We fully expect that with our
increased commitment to the local market,
the support from the business community, the
government ministries and the local courier
companies will continue to grow.

AMCHAM T&T

WELCOME
In July 2016 there were
two resignations from
AMCHAM T&T’s Board of
Directors, namely Karrian
Hepburn of Scotiabank
and Bill Shultz of the PanAmerican Life Insurance
Group. Replacements for
Karrian and Bill are Gayle
Pazos, also of Scotiabank
and Ravi Bajaj of Chevron
Trinidad and Tobago
Resources.

Photos courtesy Scotiabank / Chevron

AMCHAM T&T Welcomes New Board Members

GAYLE M. PAZOS, H.B.A.
General Manager, Risk Management,
Scotiabank Trinidad and Tobago Limited
Gayle is one of Scotiabank Trinidad and
Tobago Limited’s executive team members.
Her substantive role is General Manager,
Risk Management for Scotiabank’s Southern
Caribbean Hub where she has oversight of Risk
Management, actively managing credit risk
and operational risk in an independent fashion
to ensure the Bank’s integrity and compliance
with regulatory and fiduciary requirements.
Prior to this post, Gayle had an extensive
career in Corporate and Commercial Banking.
She held a number of prominent positions
in this arena, the most recent being that of
General Manager, Corporate and Commercial
Banking, where she successfully led the teams
responsible for managing Scotiabank’s midto high-tier business clientele across multiple
industries in deal origination, execution and
client satisfaction over a myriad of commercial
products and services.
Gayle holds a B.A. Honours degree in
Business Administration from the Richard
Ivey School of Business, University of Western
Ontario, Canada.

RAVI BAJAJ
Country Manager, Chevron Trinidad
and Tobago Resources SRL
Ravi Bajaj was appointed Country Manager
of Chevron Trinidad and Tobago, based in Port
of Spain, effective August 1, 2013. In his current
role, he has asset management accountability
for Chevron’s upstream business in Trinidad,
which includes offshore gas production from
the BG/Shell-operated East Coast Marine Area
and an operated interest in sub-block 6d of
the Loran Manatee cross-border development
with Venezuela.
Previous roles include a stint as the Planning
and Commercial Manager for Chevron
China Energy Company based in Beijing,
China from 2011-13, Commercial Manager
on the Wheatstone LNG Project based in
Perth, Australia from 2008-11 and Business
Development Manager for Chevron Nigeria’s
portfolio of major capital gas projects in
Nigeria from 2005-08. Ravi joined Chevron
in San Ramon, California in 2002. Prior to
Chevron, Ravi practised as a Project Engineer
at Praxair Inc, an industrial gas company
based in New York. He was accountable for
specialty gas production and delivery systems
through scope definition, engineering design,
fabrication, start-up and commissioning.
Ravi holds a Bachelor’s degree in Chemical
Engineering from Texas A&M University and
a Master’s Degree in Business Administration
from the William E. Simon Graduate School
of Business Administration, University of
Rochester, New York.
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AMCHAM T&T

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE
2016/2017 NATIONAL BUDGET

A

MCHAM T&T is a business sector
organisation whose mission is to
facilitate trade between Trinidad
and Tobago and the Americas. We
represent approximately 300
member companies comprising a diverse
number of sectors including financial
services, manufacturing and distribution,
energy, tourism, professional and other
services.
In our 24 year history, AMCHAM T&T has
become the preferred point of private sector
representation for local and multinational
companies. Given our pivotal role for the
stimulation of free and fair trade and investment
within the Americas and the Caribbean, we felt
it important that we comment on a few issues.
Issues that affect the national economy are
issues that attract the attention of AMCAHM
T&T, as they inherently affect trade and
investment, whether directly or indirectly.
AMCHAM T&T acknowledges that the past
fiscal year presented various challenges for the
country and the Government. We appreciate
what we view as incremental attempts to
curtail spending while balancing economic
growth and social stability in the context of a
drastic fall in energy prices.
In the 2016/2017 budget, AMCHAM T&T
believes that the Government should engage
in revenue-generating measures and pursue
aggressive structural reform geared towards
cost-cutting and operational efficiency. A
detailed plan, with specific action, is needed to
address inter alia, institutional strengthening,
improvements in the business environment,
enhanced public sector efficiency, greater
transparency in public procurement and
facilitation to sectors which can provide future
growth.
As aptly put by Tyler Durden “Short-term
thinking and near-term priorities dependably
get precedence over doing the right thing for
the future. Tomorrow’s generations are thrown
under the bus by selfishly motivated actors

12

today.” We can ill afford expenditure levels
that were historically “supported” by inflated
commodity prices, our revenue streams have
changed and so to should our expenditure
patterns.

pursue this area for key developments
going forward.
8.

1.

Prioritise VAT refunds and correct
inefficiencies in the administration of VAT,
which would allow for more efficient
collection and refunds.

Improve the effectiveness and efficiency
of tax administration (separate and apart
from the point raised above with respect
to VAT). This includes the approval process
for exemption on severance payments,
severance benefit approval and revisiting
of fees for tax clearance certificates
and other documents. Establish the
Revenue Authority and ensure it is
adequately staffed and empowered to
effectively collect taxes that are due
to the Government. A timeline for the
implementation of the Revenue Authority
should be identified.

2.

Limit the use of the proceeds of any
asset sales from CL Financial to the
reduction of debt incurred to bail out the
conglomerate.

Moreover, AMCHAM T&T encourages the
implementation of an effective transfer
pricing regime ONLY after meaningful
consultation with all stakeholders.

3.

Peg budgeted oil price at no more than
US$35 per barrel and maintain budgeted
gas price at US$2.00 per mmbtu.

4.

Revise the Special Petroleum Tax (SPT)
given current price environment. SPT
being applicable at prices of US$50 a
barrel and higher is not appropriate.

B

elow is an abridged version of AMCHAM
T&T’s recommendations for the
2016/2017
National
Budget
Submission.

REVENUE EXPANSION

5.

Consider sale of additional shares in First
Citizens and T&TNGL to the public as a
means to augment/limit drawdowns on
the Heritage and Stabilisation Fund and
increasing debt as well as the divestment
of additional State assets.

POSSIBLE REVENUE
ENHANCEMENTS
6.

Execute sale and lease back arrangements
and or outright privatisation on a portion
of Government’s substantial real estate
portfolio.

7.

Operationalise the Government’s PublicPrivate Partnership Unit and actively
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9.

Revisit and revamp the venture capital
regime to improve its attractiveness
and allow for consultation on the draft
legislation.

10. Investor facilitation: fast-track projects
over $250 million and/or the creation of
50 plus permanent jobs.
11. Review plans to impose 7% levy on
online purchases given the global shift to
internet shopping and efficiency of online
purchasing. The increased efficiency of
online purchasing, coupled with the need
for greater efficiency in transactions with
the Customs and Excise Division, would
also benefit from the implementation
of a de minimis system for airway bills.
A de minimis system of approximately
US$200 will increase the efficiency of tax
collection and clearing goods at the port,
while bolstering a growing industry of
logistics firms locally.
12. Improve enforcement mechanism to
reduce “illegal” cigarettes on the market,
and improve taxation amendment
process in the cigarette industry. With

Short-term thinking and near-term priorities dependably
get precedence over doing the right thing for the future.
Tomorrow’s generations are thrown under the bus by selfishly
motivated actors today. (Tyler Durden, founder and chief
demagogue of the popular econoblog Zero Hedge)
a number of illegal cigarettes being
smuggled into Trinidad and Tobago, the
lack of enforcement has had a significant
negative impact on legitimate players
in the industry and by extension on
Government revenues from tobacco
excise taxes. Taking note of global
trends, profits generated from these
black market products have been said
to contribute to terrorist financing and
other illicit activities. Therefore, primacy
should be placed on ensuring adherence
to packaging and labelling standards,
improving the regulatory system and the
reduction of non-conforming products on
the market.
•

Additionally, AMCHAM T&T recommends
that the cigarette taxation scheme be
revised in order to update the excise tax
rates in a predictable and balanced way.
This will bring additional revenue from
all tobacco products, while avoiding a
disruptive change in the market that
could fuel an increase of the illegal trade
and affect the greater interest of the
cigarette industry of Trinidad and Tobago.

•

On the other hand, we propose a
reduction of the import duty, taking it
from 50.7% to 40% of CIP, given the
rational of anticompetitive nature of the
current rate compared to the regional
rates for the same category and the local
import duty rates of the other categories
of FMCGs.

EXPENDITURE REDUCTION
INITATIVES

13. Promote the use of alternate technologybased channels for the delivery of
Government services, with a view to
deriving improved cost and efficiency
profiles going forward.
14. Rationalise expenditures across all areas
of Government spend and operationalise
Procurement Legislation in an effort to
further this objective.
o

Further reduction of the fuel
subsidy and continued revisiting of
all State-subsidised programmes
to determine what cuts may and
can be implemented in fiscal 2017,
while providing an effective and
transparent social safety net for the
most vulnerable.

15. Devote resources to FIU and Auditor
General Department to increase and
build on existing capacity to detect and
prosecute fraud in both the public and
private sectors.
16. Re-balancing the TT Dollar. AMCHAM
T&T understands the challenging position
facing the Government, especially as it
relates to the exchange rate. Over the
last six (6) months the exchange rate
has depreciated by approximately 4%,
moving from $6.45 in December to $6.70
at present. Despite these moves the
significant queues in the system persist.
Further, given our declining reserves, it
seems that to artificially keep the rate as
it is today, is not sustainable. AMCHAM
T&T is therefore recommending that the
Government allow the rate to further
depreciate within a comfortable band,
so as to allow citizens to gradually adjust
to the consequent increase in prices.
AMCHAM T&T is sensitive to the impact
a gradual movement would have on the
economy, particularly the immediate
increase in prices and the country’s
foreign-denominated debt. However, we
do not see any near-term conditions that
will result in significant increases in our
foreign exchange earnings. Therefore,
given the economic realities, we believe
a gradual, predictable depreciation
may result in reduction of conspicuous
and discretionary consumption whilst
avoiding the shock of a ‘hard landing’ of a
significant, one-off devaluation.
17. Develop and articulate a plan of public
debt management (which should also
include appropriation and monitoring
of the Government-to-Government debt
arrangements in the country’s debt
profile). The ballooning of Government
financing arrangements over the last few
years and the apparent absence of these
numbers from our external debt position
is alarming. AMCHAM T&T stands to be
corrected on how the debt component
of
Government-to-Government
arrangement is captured; nonetheless
the absolute size of the obligations is
cause for concern and clearly has to be
considered in the context of the amount
of debt that the Republic can comfortably
service.
18. Address overdraft in Exchequer Account
and plans to have outstanding amount
repaid. The Exchequer Account is another

area of grave concern. Not only is the
amount at historically high levels, but it
appears that the overdrawn balance can
increase with little control or oversight.
The plans for reversal of the current
position should be articulated and
mechanisms to ensure that it does not
reoccur should be outlined publicly.
19. Ensure viability of Petrotrin by
rationalising its cost base and operational
inefficiencies (to avoid the need for State
support for operational expenditure or
debt repayment). AMCHAM T&T remains
concerned about Petrotrin’s significant
debt obligations, with US$850 million
coming due in 2019. While 2019 may
seem some distance away, the current
losses being incurred by the company,
driven we presume by the low price
environment, reduced crack spreads
for refined product, a limited refinery
slate and Petrotrin’s uncompetitive
cost structure, provide ample cause
for concern with respect to Petrotrin’s
ability to discharge its obligation without
Government support. It is imperative that
the Government, along with the Board
and Management at Petrotrin, take the
necessary steps to ensure viability of its
business by rationalising its cost base
and dealing with the inefficiencies in
its operations, so as to avoid the need
for State support either for operational
expenditure or debt repayment.
20. Review the margins afforded to
petroleum dealers, peddlers and
retailers. In the context of a heavily
price-regulated industry, where pricing
structures have been stagnant for over
a decade, the national policy should
consider the margins afforded to
petroleum dealers, peddlers and retailers
and the implementation of a mechanism
to calculate these margins.

A

MCHAM T&T is aware of the difficult
position in which the Government finds
itself given the steep, sudden decline
in revenue and the structural
inefficiencies that have developed over
decades. We know that a return to sustainable
growth will require a collective effort. We
continue to encourage the Government to
engage all stakeholders, and we reiterate that
we remain willing to work with the Government
and other stakeholders whenever needed.
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Resilience

C&W BUSINESS GROWING
THROUGH ADVERSITY
C

&W Communications is a full
service communications and
entertainment provider and
delivers video, broadband,
telephony and mobile services
to consumers across the Caribbean and
the Americas. Through its business
division, C&W Business offers a broad
range of mature Information Technology
& Communications (ICT) Managed
Services, connecting over 30 countries
across the region.
Over the last eighteen months, C&W
Communications itself has experienced two
mergers. Columbus Communications merged
with Cable and Wireless Communications and
subsequently, that entity was acquired by
Liberty Global. The company has also had to
navigate the vagaries of both external and
internal shocks.
These experiences have resulted in greater
reliance on its track record of over 140 years’
experience in the telecommunications sector
to maintain its leadership of the sector in
the Caribbean. In addition to investing in
people and network infrastructure upgrades,
the company continues to invest heavily
in the development of regional sports, the
Caribbean film industry and in creating new
and innovative products that set it apart from
its competitors.

RECOVER - ADAPT SAFEGUARD
According to David D’Oliveira, Vice
President, C&W Business Trinidad, “Resilience
is understood to be the ability to recover
from setbacks, adapt well to change and
keep going in the face of adversity. It means
being able to quickly adapt to disruptions
while maintaining continuous operations and
safeguarding people, assets and overall brand
equity. For us it has to do with the fact that we
have over a century’s worth of experience in
what we do. We actively listen and respond to

14
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Written by
Trudy de Verteuil
and David D’Oliveira

Resilience is
understood to be the
ability to recover from
setbacks, adapt well
to change and keep
going in the face of
adversity.
David D'Oliveira

Vice President,
Cable & Wireless Business

the needs of our customers and recognise
that innovation is key to ensuring long-term
success.”
He notes that Trinidad and Tobago
remains a viable growth opportunity for
business, with the key factors that attract
investors remaining the same. Among
these are the fact that Trinidad and Tobago
has a highly skilled and educated workforce,
low energy costs, a well-developed public
transportation system and communications
infrastructure, fairly reliable infrastructure,
provides easy access to regional and
international markets, and there is access
to fiscal incentives.
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We have recently established Trinidad as the
regional hub for delivering our ICT Managed
Services to millions of our customers throughout
all the English-speaking countries that we
currently operate. This substantive investment
included the building out of our Network
Operating Centre, our Security Operating Centre
and our Customer Service Centre, which is
expected to generate hundreds of highly skilled
jobs over the next 24 months.
INVESTMENT IN T&T
D’Oliveira explains, “Over the last couple
of years we have invested significantly in
Trinidad and Tobago. We have recently
established Trinidad as the regional hub
for delivering our ICT Managed Services to
millions of our customers throughout all the
English-speaking countries that we currently
operate. This substantive investment
included the building out of our Network
Operating Centre, our Security Operating
Centre and our Customer Service Centre,
which is expected to generate hundreds of
highly skilled jobs over the next 24 months
and will position C&W Business Trinidad
as the leading exporter of ICT Managed
Services in the country.”

T

he question is: how is the company
affected by what is happening
with the Trinidad and Tobago
economy? D’Oliveira states, “Of
course, these occasional shocks
are accepted as part of any business
environment. What is important is how we
deal with this temporary situation. We have
taken a bold decision that we are not going
to be a submissive participant in this
recession. We view this recession as an
amazing opportunity for exponential
growth of our business. We are determined
to work closely with our customers to
support them in transforming their business,
through the effective leveraging of
technology, reducing their operating cost,
improving customer service, and developing
innovative new growth opportunities.”
According to D’Oliveira, the C&W
Business unique business model delivers ICT
Solutions as a pure managed service. What
this means for customers is that they can
now focus on investing their limited capital
and US$ foreign currency in their core
business, while still being able to leverage
a broad portfolio of best of breed ICT
solutions to transform their business, paying

an extremely competitive monthly fee. C&W
Business’s talented team of highly certified and
experienced engineers will proactively monitor
all components of their solution to ensure that
customers’ ICT service is always available to run
their business.
He notes that this model also allows
customers the ability to quickly adapt to
tactical and strategic changes in their business
to gain the competitive edge, as they can have
the ability to turn on and turn off services on
demand. This results in a significant reduction
in the “Total Cost of Ownership” of their
ICT solutions, as they can leverage C&W’s
significant scale from being one of the largest
ICT Managed Service providers in the world to
deliver ICT solutions at a fraction of the cost of
its competitors.

SOLUTIONS FOR SMALL
BUSINESS
In addition, customers no longer have to
pay upfront for ICT solutions of which they may
only use 50% features or capacity in the five to
seven year lifetime of the solution.

"W

e have also levelled the
playing field for our small and
micro customers who now
have the ability to leverage
the same world class
technology that only large companies were
able to afford to acquire and support in the
past. They now have the opportunity to only
pay a per user fee per month for the services
they need, which we proactively manage on
their behalf,” he says.
C&W is the only ICT Managed Service
Provider in the region that has been recognised
over the last two consecutive years by leading
ICT industry analysts as being one the leading
ICT Managed Service providers globally,
including 451 Research, Gartner, IDC, Frost &
Sullivan, Markets & Markets and Transparency
Market Research.

OPPORTUNITIES IN THE
CARIBBEAN AND LATIN
AMERICA
The highest levels of service delivery
are replicated across the Caribbean and
Latin America. According to Marcelo Oliveira,
C&W Business Regional Vice President, the
Caribbean and Latin America markets,
“While speaking different languages, we
are not that far apart from each other in
terms of needs. Both markets fall somewhat
behind the US in how up to date the
corporate IT infrastructure is, technologically
speaking. However, that really represents
more of an opportunity than a problem.
Organisations in the Pan Caribbean market
have the chance to evaluate the earlier
versions of technology and adopt what
makes more sense. As an example, first
rounds of migration to the cloud are now
rolling back to a more hybrid approach
which really makes more sense.”
The overall goal of the company is
summarised by Flow Trinidad Managing
Director, Brian Collins, when he states, “One
of our goals at C&W Business is to ensure
that Trinidad and Tobago remains one of
the best places in the world to do business.
C&W business will continue to develop our
ICT capabilities, as we want to attract new
international investment, create new and
exciting jobs and support an entrepreneurial
environment where all Trinbagonians can
prosper.”
Trudy de Verteuil is Director - Communications
and Stakeholder Relation. David D'Oliveira is Vice
President, Cable & Wireless Business.
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PROFIT AND RESILIENCE THROUGH
A DYNAMIC STRATEGY
Strategy execution – how to dynamically shift the allocation
of resources in an organisation
Written by Axel Kravatzky

One key indicator of a good strategy is
that it is clear and deliberate in its resource
allocation. Otherwise, executives may say that
they have a strategy and that the organisation
is committed, when, in fact, they may be trying
to satisfy several needs simultaneously and
execution will suffer accordingly.

BUILDING IN DYNAMIC
CHANGE
During the strategic planning process, many
strategies are largely reviews of operational
plans with far too many priorities. Many, if
not most, strategies are missing entirely the
great opportunities that come from dynamics:
the dynamic elements of utilising time to
your advantage or explicitly considering the
interaction between you and your suppliers,
customers, or competitors.
When there is a lack of clarity on the specific
elements the Board needs to contribute to in
order to lend value, it often results in Board
and management team working on the same
elements and dimensions. Some Boards even
believe that ensuring that there is no deviation
from a static five-year plan is a good thing!
One of the main reasons so many strategies
do not get implemented, or if they do, it is with
very sub-optimal results, is that the strategies
themselves are too static—they literally do not
take into account the dynamic interaction of
the company with its context.
16
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I

f you want to increase profits, cash
flow as well as resilience, you need to
have dynamic strategies and
execution—shifting as fast and as
accurately as possible to areas where
the opportunities are relatively greater.
You need to be clear in your resource
allocation (remember Porter: “The essence
of strategy is what not to do”), but on the
other hand, you need to be ready to shift
that allocation quickly when necessary.
How can you have both commitment and
flexibility at the same time?

A strategy without dynamic elements can come back to haunt you!
Strategies need to be dynamic and scaled
far enough into the future so that all levels of
management can create their respective plans
and be held accountable in a nested way. A
five-year strategic plan should be continuously
reviewed and constantly updated and modified
to take into account what is happening in
reality. In this way, the entire organisation, from
top to bottom, is actively engaged in execution
and revision.

IMPLEMENTING DYNAMIC
CHANGE
Many Boards and executives find it difficult
to conceptualise how dynamics are built
into the strategy: where they should move
resources, how much to move, and how to
successfully execute these moves. To get real
value out of their strategies in a dynamic
context, executives should follow these four
principles:
1) Create dynamic strategies
Interaction with your customers, suppliers
and competition, as well as other stakeholders
that materially influence your value creation
process, should be considered as a dynamic in
your strategy over time and not just treated as
a static consideration that is mentioned once
in the SWOT analysis and then never looked
at again.
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2) Develop value-creating alignment
criteria
Don’t jump immediately to the planning
stage of your strategy—who does what, where,
when, and with how much. Instead, identify
the key features of the dynamic strategy: what
are the essential results that the strategy must
produce for the organisation in order to create
value and assure success?
These ‘essential value-creating results’
become alignment criteria, and will be used
to consider, compare and contrast various
configurations and resource allocations.
Without these alignment criteria, the strategy
becomes static and rifts develop (which will
inevitably increase) between what is said on
paper versus what people actually do, or
what and where the real opportunities are.
Eventually, the strategy is either abandoned
or, worse, becomes dangerous, because
strategic risks will open up more and more as
a result of static implementation in a dynamic
environment.
3) Differentiate between
investment ‘buckets’

different

Consider different areas of the organisation
and its activities that can receive more or less
resources. This means one has to go ‘granular’,
which in a department is different from head
office or the Board perspective. Each of these
perspectives needs to be considered. The

“Long range planning does not deal with future
decisions, but with the future of present decisions.”
- Peter F. Drucker
solution for this process lies in the alignment
criteria, because these are valid for the entire
organisation and allow ‘rolling up’ or ‘cascading
down’ processes. Without this granular
differentiation between resource allocation
opportunities, organisations cannot coherently
optimise because they cannot differentiate
between the various opportunities that exist
across different areas or they do it in very
rough ways, for example, by functional units
or by uniformly cutting or increasing resource
allocation evenly across the entire organisation.
4) Overcome biases
In a small or simple organisation, one will
rarely find a strategy in which the principles
above are outlined formally and explicitly.
But if the company is sustainably profitable,
evidence will show that the principles are
in fact adhered to in practice. The reason
for this is that the dynamics, the alignment,
and the investment differentiation are all
handled, mostly intuitively, by the owner or
lead entrepreneur.

SLOW DOWN
The systematic use of heuristics and
biases in decision-making, amassed in the
field of behavioural economics, has become
mainstream over the past 40 years. One of
the conclusions from this field is that even the
most heroic entrepreneurs could benefit from
slowing down, carefully analysing data, and
ensuring structured decision-making processes
in order to overcome the inherent biases faced
by us all, such as the confirmation bias (where
too much weight is given to evidence that
is consistent with our beliefs, while evidence
against these beliefs is undervalued) or
overconfidence.

F

or complex and bigger organisations
these individual biases are equally valid,
but with the added danger of a version
of the ‘tragedy of the commons’. To
avoid this phenomenon, it is important
for executives to note that even though every
department, unit and area of operation can
demonstrate that it can achieve more with
additional resources, and each unit’s
contribution is indeed valuable, they are not
equally valuable. This means that the allocation
of resources should not be equal but that if

conditions change, the allocation should
change as well. Many executives also find it
difficult to increase or reduce resources across
the organisation in a differentiated way,
without negatively impacting morale. To avoid
this, the process needs to be transparent and
participatory, so that each executive manager
and department recognises that this allocation
is best for the organisation, even if his/her area
receives less.
Axel Kravatzky, PhD., is the Principal Consultant of
Syntegra Change Architects Ltd., a firm of experienced
professionals who have worked locally, regionally
and internationally in the field of organisational
development over the past 15 years. Syntegra combines
first-hand industry experience with deep expertise in
leadership development, strategy, systems design and
the management of organisational change to provide
tangible sustainable results to clients. Our key areas of
practice include Leadership, Governance, Strategy, and
Change Implementation. For more information, visit our
website at www.syntegrachange.com
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AMCHAM T&T

EUGENE TIAH
2016 Spirit of AMCHAM Awardee

E

ugene Tiah, the 2016 recipient of
the Spirit of AMCHAM award, is
one of those rare individuals
whose name elicits a positive
response regardless of the person
you ask.
Eugene’s journey with the American
Chamber of Commerce of Trinidad and Tobago
began on 9th April, 2003 when he was elected
to serve on the Board of Directors. President of
Phoenix Park Gas Processors Limited (PPGPL) for
several years, he credits his motivation to join
the Chamber to PPGPL’s strong and positive
relationship with AMCHAM T&T (PPGPL was one
of the founding members of AMCHAM T&T), as
well as the encouragement he received from
the then Executive Director of AMCHAM T&T,
Lisa Chamely-Aqui.

HIS TIME ON AMCHAM'S
BOARD
Having retired from the Board this year,
Eugene admits to really enjoying his twelveyear tenure at AMCHAM T&T. “AMCHAM T&T
is a very dynamic organisation and its Board
members, committee members, CEO and
secretariat staff are amongst some of the most
accomplished professionals that I have worked
with,” he says.
Eugene’s time on the Board also afforded
him the opportunity to serve as President of
AMCHAM T&T from 2008 to 2010. During this
time, he acknowledges that the challenges and
accomplishments of advancing AMCHAM T&T’s
agenda were fulfilling, both professionally and
personally. “I enjoyed the successes that we
had with the Government, regulatory agencies,
our sister AMCHAMs throughout the region,
AACCLA and the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States in advancing the interests of
the membership,” he outlines. At that time,
he also relied on the support of his fellow
Board members. He revealed that one bit of
advice which helped him when making crucial
decisions was “stay focused on the purpose of
enhancing trade and investment opportunities
for T&T with the Americas”. This commitment
20

to continuous improvement, and the honing of
the focus of AMCHAM T&T, resulted in creating
a more effective advocacy agenda. He believes
that AMCHAM T&T continues to make strides
in this area. “AMCHAM T&T has continued to
strengthen its voice and its circle of influence
to better serve its membership,” he adds.
Upon further reflection, Eugene has nothing
but praise for the unique sense of cooperation
and dedication he witnessed during his
time at AMCHAM T&T. “The team work and
support from the Board, members, committee
chairs and the secretariat was second to
none,” he says. “I was always amazed at the
camaraderie exhibited by the CEO and staff
of the secretariat, particularly when they were
required to execute schedule- and resourcechallenged events. The long hours worked
by the staff were approached with both joy
and an unwavering commitment to achieving
success. Never were there any complaints,” he
continues.

Eugene Tiah is a
rare local gem. He
epitomises true
leadership via his
unique style and
demeanour— calm,
unfretted and
supportive. His fervent
advocacy of HSE is
unparalleled among
local leaders
Curt Cadet, Co-Chair HSE
Committee, AMCHAM T&T
OUTLOOK

HIGHLIGHTS AT AMCHAM
Over the years, he has seen many changes at
the organisation. One of his fondest memories,
he admits, was the closure on the acquisition
process for the AMCHAM T&T office building
and its grand opening in February 2006. His
most memorable AMCHAM T&T business event
was the Business Future of the Americas (BFA)
Conference, which was hosted by AMCHAM
T&T in Trinidad and Tobago in June 2008.
AMCHAM T&T was successful in its bid to
host the conference, a major accomplishment
as the signature annual event was generally
hosted by larger Latin and Central American
countries. “A remarkable job was done in
planning and organising the conference. As a
result, it was one of the most (if not the most)
successful BFA conferences ever hosted. The
speakers at the event were of an extremely
high calibre and attendance was completely
sold out. The conference positioned AMCHAM
T&T as a very credible entity for promoting
trade and investment for Trinidad and Tobago
with the Americas. It elevated the standing of
AMCHAM T&T in AACCLA.”
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Although he has resigned from the Board,
Eugene continues to wish nothing but the best
for the organisation and remains committed
to supporting if and when required. He also
hopes that AMCHAM T&T remains “the most
recognised and the go-to Chamber on trade
and investment matters for the Americas”.

O

n the economy of Trinidad and
Tobago, he states: “Currently the
T&T economy is undergoing a
significant challenge. What is clear
is that our dependency on the
energy sector as the engine of the economy
has significant risks, particularly when
commodity prices are low and expected to
remain low for some time. Diversifying the
economy has often been mentioned but
progress toward that end has almost been
zero. The economy desperately needs to be
diversified. I recognise that diversifying the
economy will take time (likely decades) and will
be very, very challenging. Notwithstanding, we
need a national plan and we need to start
taking deliberate steps to progress this very
important national imperative.”
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"His evident commitment to the
advancement of AMCHAM T&T, generally,
and the success of the HSSE programme,
specifically, were in sync with my view of
the inherent capacity of the organisation
to make a difference, as well as the value
of the NYPF initiative. During my threeyear tenure as President, Eugene was
one of three persons whose counsel and
guidance I sought from time to time. It is
with alacrity, therefore, I welcome him into
the distinguished fraternity of "Spirit of
AMCHAM."
Hugh Howard, Director and Past President, AMCHAM T&T

“Eugene is organised,
exceptionally intelligent
and a strategist who
always looks at the bigger
picture. His commitment
to AMCHAM T&T went far
beyond ‘the call’ and he
was always available to
offer assistance. He is one
of the most sincere persons
I know. Truly an admirable
leader.”
Melissa Pierre, Senior Trade and
Projects Officer, AMCHAM T&T
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How to unlock your

LEADERSHIP CAPITAL
Written by Renata Tulsie
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Remembering people's birthdays
increases your relational capital!

The influence we have
on others can be better
exerted if we truly
understand our personal
and professional brand,
and how this underpins
our leadership capital.

D

id you know that there are four
types of leadership capital on
which you can leverage?

Usually, when we hear the word
“capital”, we tend to think of financial
capital. For instance, you may have a certain
amount of financial capital to invest in your
business. Financial capital is important, but
there are three other significant types of
leadership capital that we must either possess
or acquire in order to be successful. These are
educational capital, reputational capital and
relational capital.

Educational capital refers to your
knowledge, skill and qualifications—the
investment in your training and development
that you can lean on to give you an advantage
in your business.
22
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Reputational capital, on the other hand,
has to do with your credibility and professional
brand (how others think of you). It’s the extent
to which people believe in you, consider you
the expert or the “go-to” person, are willing
to buy your product or service, and take your
advice, suggestions and guidance.
Relational capital is about building
relationships with everyone in your life—your
connections and contacts. These may be family
members, colleagues, customers, employees
and a host of other persons with whom you
interact. Relational capital is important, as it
involves building fruitful reciprocal relationships
that often redound to the benefit of both
parties.
Since the four forms of leadership capital
are integrated and congruent with each other,

Make a list of 100 persons whom we respect and with whom
we would like to maintain a relationship. In order to keep in
contact with these 100 people, you may wish to periodically
send them text messages, emails, greeting cards, relevant
articles, books, etc.

leadership capital can be defined as the total
body of assets you bring to bear in making
decisions and overcoming challenges, as you
pursue strategic goals and objectives.

D

ue to leadership capital’s complex
nature, leaders need to always
manage and leverage that total
capital in a delicate yet defined way.
Regardless of who you are, you will
possess a certain leadership capital and
whether you know it or not, that capital is
always being tested, always in flux and is always
a key factor in defining the extent of your
accomplishments.

LEVERAGING YOUR
LEADERSHIP CAPITAL FOR
SUCCESS
Let’s now consider how to build two of the
four forms of leadership capital—reputational
and relational capital—to help you succeed.

BUILDING REPUTATIONAL
CAPITAL:
An important element in building and
sustaining your career or business is to have
a sound professional reputation. What your
name and work represents in the eyes and
minds of your public significantly influences
the choices its members make about you
and your business. Therefore, reputation is
an intangible asset that can be made into a
bankable one. The greater your reputation
(in a good way!), the greater demand you
create and the greater premium or price you
can command for what you provide. In order
to build your reputational capital, you must
consider first: “What attributes do people think
I have?”; “What am I known for in my field or
industry?”

It is said that leadership is continuously
judged by reputation. It takes a lifetime to
build your reputation, but you can lose it in a
single day, if you are not mindful.

CREATING RELATIONAL
CAPITAL:
There is no doubt that relationships drive
the achievement of goals and outcomes. Our
interconnectedness with others is what makes
us perceive the world as a global village with six
degrees of separation from each other (in T&T,
it is likely to be two degrees of separation!).
One of our Crestcom faculty members, Nido
Qubein, suggests we maintain a list of 100
persons whom we respect and with whom we
would like to maintain a relationship. In order
to keep in contact with these 100 people,
you may wish to periodically send them text
messages, emails, greeting cards, relevant
articles, books, etc. Consider: “Who are the
people whose insights and skills I respect?”;
“How am I currently keeping in touch with
them?” And, most importantly: “What am I
doing for them?”

T

o build our relational capital, we truly
need to connect meaningfully with
people. However, networking is not
about what you can get from others,
but what you can give to others. So,
consider how you could keep in better contact
with people by offering greater value to them.
In building relational capital, the question to
ask is not what your network can do for you,
but what you can do for your network!

The influence we have on others can be better
exerted if we truly understand our personal
and professional brand, and how this underpins
our leadership capital.
As today’s nations and organisations transform
in the face of challenging economic and
political times, it is the soft capital (skills,
credibility and network) that will ultimately
help in building the hard (financial) capital,
e.g., money and physical assets. That is why
good reputation and good relations translate
into greater equity.

Unlock your leadership
potential. Build your
educational, reputational
and relational capital, and
see your financial capital
grow!
Adapted from Nido Qubein, Crestcom faculty member.
Renata Tulsie is the President & Chief Mindshaper® of
the Caribbean Centre for Leadership Development Ltd.

Furthermore, the essence of leadership is
influence, not power, authority or title. How
many times are we moved to change, do
something differently, act or reflect based on
some insight received from someone who was
not a “titled” leader but perhaps a mentor,
friend, colleague or simply someone whom
we respect?
AMCHAM T&T LINKAGE Edition 3 / 2016
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SOCIAL ENGINEERING
Written by AMCHAM T&T's Security Committee

“Social engineering,
in the context of
information security,
refers to psychological
manipulation of people
into performing actions
or divulging confidential
information. A type of
confidence trick for the
purpose of information
gathering, fraud, or
system access, it differs
from a traditional "con"
in that it is often one of
many steps in a more
complex fraud scheme.”
(Wikipedia)

I

s social engineering important to
your organisation or do you believe
that your internal controls can
successfully
prevent
social
engineering attacks?

Social engineering should be of concern
to every organisation since its attacks are
directed to the most vulnerable aspect of
the organisation: the human element. Social
engineering by definition is the use of influence,
deception and/or psychological manipulation
to persuade unwitting individuals to comply
with a request. Such a request can be positive,
for example, a sales person encouraging or
motivating someone to purchase an item
that seems beneficial to him/her or negative
such as influencing an employee to divulge
customers’ or organisational information. It
is because social engineering targets basic
human tendencies that it is so effective
and will always pose the greatest risk to any
organisation.

HOW DO THEY ATTACK?
Social engineers can attack via the computer,
human interaction or both, depending on the
extent the social engineer is willing to go
to “fit the pieces of the puzzle together”.
It is important to understand that social
engineering is a strategic attack against the
organisation and criminals can use customers
and employees to obtain the information they
require about the organisation before they
execute their attack. You may wonder what
significance your organisation would have to a
social engineer, but the real question should be
what does the social engineer not want? Once
you consider your critical areas of business and
the information your organisation possesses,
then you would have answered the question.

A

ny information about any successful
business is fundamental and can be
used against the company, ranging
from corporate espionage to a
fraudulent financial transaction. In
both cases, the business can incur financial and
possibly reputational losses, the magnitude of
which can be determined by the quantum of
the information obtained and the extent to
which it is used.

24
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INTERNAL ATTACKS
Social engineering attacks do not only
come from outside of the organisation, but
can also be internal. These attacks can come
from disgruntled employees, identity thieves,
sales persons, hackers, spies and scam artists,
to name a few. The ability of a social engineer
to commence an attack is based on his or
her ability to elicit information from unwitting
employees or customers about confidential
business or customer information. The
elicitation phase is the first step in creating a
relationship with the victim. After the criminal
has gathered sufficient information, he or she
decides who to direct the attack to.

T

he elicitation phase involves the social
engineer creating an atmosphere of
trust, familiarity, commitment and
compliance with the victim so that he/
she can be provided with as much
information as possible to complete the scheme.
Once the atmosphere (smoke screen) has been
created, the victim responds in a positive
manner and, in most cases, reveals more
information than was required. Unfortunately, in
some cases, the release of the information may
have been unintentional, but the damage has
already been done and the criminal is one step
closer to achieving his/her goal.

YOU ARE HUMAN, SO YOU
ARE VULNERABLE
You may not have been defrauded or
involved in an investigation that highlighted
areas of social engineering attacks, but don’t
be too quick to dismiss their severity. Take for a
moment the simple example of a sales person
convincing you to purchase an item that you
did not want or did not see the need to buy.
Additionally, how would you feel, for example,
if someone who has given you a gift then asks
for a favour in return? Once you ask yourself
these simple questions, you will realise how
easy it is for one to become a social engineer
and likewise to fall victim to an attack. It
is because of basic human tendencies that
we are all susceptible to social engineering
attacks. In fact, your employees, customers
and even you may at some point be influenced
by the six principles of human tendencies—

reciprocation, social proof, consistency, liking,
authority and scarcity.

I

You are only as strong as our
weakest link. How weak is your
weakest link and where is it?
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t is important that organisations
understand the current financial climate
not only in Trinidad and Tobago, but
regionally and internationally. In this
climate, there appears to be an increased
incidence of persons abusing technology in
order to create wealth illegally. Every
organisation, whether a small, medium or large
enterprise, is at risk. Although organisations
continue to review and implement internal
controls to ensure compliance by employees,
people continue and will continue to be the
weakest link within any organisation. You are
only as strong as your weakest link. How weak
is your weakest link and where is it? Never
underestimate the power and abilities of the
social engineer, because circumstances or
situations can easily turn trusted individuals
into trust violators.
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LEGISLATION TO WATCH
Written by Aurelia Bruce, Research Officer AMCHAM T&T

A

MCHAM T&T continues to keep abreast of changes in
the legislative environment that may impact the
business community. As Parliament resumed in
September, there are a number of Bills to watch,
including:

FOREIGN ACCOUNT TAX COMPLIANCE ACT
(FATCA) – THE TAX INFORMATION EXCHANGE
BILL, 2016
Trinidad and Tobago and the United States have signed the InterGovernmental Agreement to effect the US Foreign Account Tax
Compliance Act. Under this agreement, financial institutions would be
required to report relevant information to the BIR who would in turn
report such information to the US Inland Revenue Service (IRS). The aim
is to assist the global effort against tax evasion.
FATCA was enacted in 2010 by the US Congress in an attempt to
combat tax evasion by US taxpayers using foreign accounts. It requires
foreign financial institutions to report to the IRS on financial accounts
held by US taxpayers or about foreign entities in which US taxpayers hold
a substantial ownership interest.

To contribute to AMCHAM T&T’s
efforts on Industrial Relations, or to
comment on any of the government’s
legislative proposals, please e-mail:
aureliabruce@amchamtt.com.

THE APPROPRIATION (FINANCIAL YEAR 2017)
BILL – NATIONAL BUDGET
Government, through the National Budget Presentation, will lay in
Parliament the Appropriation Bill for the year 2016/2017. This is expected
to take place by the end of September 2016, although no fixed date has
been indicated. Several fiscal and financial measures are expected to be
outlined and AMCHAM T&T will be viewing with great interest matters
related to:
•

Reducing transfers and subsidies

•

Any further amendments to the GATE programme

•

Introduction of a transfer pricing regime

•

Moves toward establishing and operationalising the Revenue
Authority

•

Review of the margins afforded to petroleum dealers and
peddlers

The Bill will make changes to the Financial Institutions Act, the
Securities Act, the Insurance Act and the Income Tax Act.

•

Reductions in the fuel subsidy

•

Establishment and operationalisation of the National Statistical
Institute

INSURANCE BILL, 2016

•

Update on the property tax regime

•

Any further changes to the National Insurance scheme and

•

Changes to or the addition of any other levies or taxes

Locally, legislation has been introduced to Parliament to facilitate such
an exchange of information. The Bill would provide for the exchange
of information for the purpose of taxation and the sharing of personal
information by the Board of Inland Revenue or financial institutions for
related purposes. The Bill requires a three-fifths majority to be duly passed
in both Houses of Parliament as it is inconsistent with the fundamental
rights and freedoms guaranteed in Sections 4 & 5 of the Constitution.

This Bill will repeal and replace the Insurance Act Chap. 84:01 and
regulate insurance businesses and privately administered pension fund
plans. It will introduce a new regulatory framework for the insurance
industry and continue to regulate privately administered pension fund
plans. The Bill requires a special three-fifths majority to be passed.

THE GAMBLING (GAMING AND BETTING)
CONTROL BILL, 2016
This Bill will establish a Gambling (Gaming and Betting) Control
Commission to regulate the Gaming and Betting sectors. The sector,
which is susceptible to money laundering and terrorist financing, will
see the introduction of a licensing framework to aid in minimising the
potential for illegal activity. The Bill attempts to balance this with the
recognition of the sector’s potential direct and indirect contribution to
the national economy if regulated effectively.
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OTHER LEGISLATION
•

Proposed amendments to the integrity in Public Life Act, Chapter
22:01 has also been put forward by the Integrity Commission
and AMCHAM T&T is accepting comments on the draft changes.

•

In the near-term as well, several pieces of legislation continue to
occupy our attention, including:
•

Retrenchment and Severance Benefits Act; and

•

Industrial Relations Act.

Eyes on the Americas

AMCHAM T&T'S TRADE MISSIONS
Photos: AMCHAM T&T

When choosing to expand into new markets, one critical
question is “Which market should I enter first?”

Products made in T&T on display at
the DR Trade Mission

A

s the Pathway to the Americas,
one of AMCHAM T&T’s strategic
objectives is to be proactive in
guiding members and the wider
private sector to avenues of
growth and stability for their businesses.
This
includes
partnering
with
international agencies as we continue to
promote Trinidad and Tobago to the rest
of the world.
AMCHAM T&T also seeks to provide market
access through trade mission opportunities
and is committed to organising at least one
trade mission a year. This initiative is in answer
to numerous requests from our members as
they attempt to expand and are looking for
ways in which we can assist with research
or linkages. As a part of the Association of
American Chambers of Latin America and
the Caribbean (AACCLA), AMCHAM T&T
has a distinct advantage over other local
business chambers in that we can tap into our
network of AmChams throughout the Western
Hemisphere to building bridges and facilitate
solutions to companies interesting in trading.

DR TRADE MISSION 2016
In June 2016, in partnership with ExporTT,
we took a contingent of companies on a trade

mission to the Dominican Republic. According
to the CIA world fact book, the Dominican
Republic represents the largest GDP in the
Caribbean, amounting to $147 billion dollars in
2015. The country has experienced on average
just under 5% growth for the last five years and
is projected to grow this year, at a time when
the Trinidad and Tobago economy is projected
to shrink by 2.6%.

T

hrough our relationship with AmCham
Dominican Republic, we arranged oneon one-meetings as well as assisted in
demystifying Law 171, a law that has
deterred many companies from
investing in the DR. On hand were a number of
legal experts who went through the law in
detail and outlined ways that companies can
successfully do business in the DR.
Melissa Pierre, Senior Trade and Project
Officer at AMCHAM T&T, was very pleased with
the results. “Coming out of the mission, one
company has successfully begun trading in
the DR and has gotten three contracts. They
also have been asked to supply additional
products,” Pierre said. “They have recognised
that they can offer additional services to
some of the companies they met with.” She
also shared that there was another company
that was in the process of completing price

negotiations, and they hoped that by year-end
all arrangements would be in place.

NICARAGUA TRADE MISSION
2017
In June 2017, AMCHAM T&T intends to
embark on a trade mission to Nicaragua.
Participants will have the added opportunity to
partake in the Business Future of the Americas
(BFA) Conference there, which brings together
business executives, political leaders and the
leadership of the 24 American Chambers of
Commerce from the hemisphere to discuss key
challenges facing the region.

W

ith respect to the trading prospects
with that country, Nicaragua now
has one of the most dynamic
economies in Central America. The
country has been growing at
approximately 4% in the last three years, and
boasts of a population on 6.1 million persons.
Nicaragua’s major imports are consumer
goods, machinery and equipment, raw
materials and petroleum products.
We will be sure to provide more information
on the 2017 Trade Mission in the next issue of
Linkage.
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TRADING IN COSTA RICA
Written by Evelyn Gutierrez-Soto

C

osta Rica has historically been a
nation where its most successful
products, coffee and bananas,
have been a valuable source of
revenue for the economy of the
country. But as times change,
diversification is the base for new options
and possibilities. Consequently, Costa
Rica’s government has made strategic
moves to diversify the economy and
increase its international competitiveness.
According to the Doing Business1 report,
in 2016 Costa Rica’s position improved
significantly, rising from 83rd to 58th in the
index that measures the ease of doing business
in 189 countries. Additionally, the annual
index of the Reputation Institute2 indicates
that the country has the best reputation in
Latin America, placing it in position 22 of 55
countries.
Costa Rica undoubtedly has become
a very promising destination for product
development, particularly in the service sector,
food, agriculture and industry. The country has

1

2
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Rodríguez, R. (27 Oct 2015). Costa Rica con
mayor crecimiento a nivel mundial en Doing
Business. La República. www.larepublica.net/
noticia/costa_rica_con_mayor_crecimiento_a_
nivel_mundial_en_doing_business
Garza, J. (01 Agosto de 2016). Costa Rica tiene
la mejor reputación en América Latina. La
República. www.larepublica.net/noticia/costa_
rica_tiene_la_mejor_reputacion_en_america_
latina

seen significant growth and strengthening of
niche markets such as the health sector and
most of all, in diversifying the economy, the
government of Costa Rica has managed to
place emphasis on the values that identify its
people: education, technological advances,
safety, lifestyle and the visual appeal of
the country3. This focus also encompasses
sustainability and environmental awareness.
Not surprisingly, this Central American country,
with only 51,100 km2, has improved its
technology and knowledge, creating stringent
public policy that aims to promote transparent
processes.

B

ut getting to this point has not been
easy. Costa Rica has had to make
substantial efforts to create regulatory
processes that improve economic
relations between itself and other
states. An example of this is the establishment
of Free Trade Agreements (FTA)4. These FTAs
have contributed to the strengthening of trade
3

Rodríguez, R. (op cit.)

4

Currently Costa Rica has signed several FTAs
with Canada, CARICOM, Chile, China, CAFTADR (Dominican Republic-Central AmericaUnited States), Colombia, Mexico, Panama, the
Dominican Republic, Peru, and Singapore. It is
also part of EU-CAAA, an association agreement
between the European Union and its member
states and Central America; and of a free
trade agreement between the European Free
Trade Association EFTA (Switzerland, Iceland,
Liechtenstein and Norway), Costa Rica and
Panama.
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Costa Rica has the an
excellent reputation
in Latin America,
placing it in position
22 of 55 countries.

relations and the achievement of tariff
preferences, market access and product
positioning. The Caribbean has been no
exception.

FTA WITH CARICOM
In 20045 the Government of the Republic of
Costa Rica signed a commercial instrument
with the Caribbean Community and Common
Market (CARICOM), with the aim of improving
relations with countries in the Caribbean. A
key focal point of this agreement was the
establishment of preferential trade relations
between the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago
and Costa Rica.
The FTA with CARICOM has played an
integral role in the growth of Costa Rica’s
economy, so that it shows an increasing trend
5

Ministerio de Comercio Exterior. www.comex.
go.cr/tratados/vigentes/caricom.aspx

Photo: CJimenez/Shutterstock

Eyes on the Americas

over the period 2004-2014, with an average
annual growth rate of 9.5%. From $94.5 million
in 2004, it rose to $233.8 million in 2014, an
increase of approximately 150 per cent6.
For Costa Rica, the Caribbean is an important
destination for business, and the Trinidadian
market represents its first commercial partner
in the Anglophone Caribbean occupying
13% of participation, which has boosted the
economy of both countries. This translates
into a positive acceptance of goods exported
from Costa Rica to Trinidad and Tobago. Goods
that have found market acceptance include
cardboard products, carrots, soaps, cleaning
products and medicines, among others. In
turn, Trinidad and Tobago has successfully
exported products to Costa Rica: natural and
liquefied gas, corn flakes, iron and steel.7

ALIMENTOS BERMUDEZ
Significantly, the company Alimentos
Bermúdez was established with Trinidadian
capital investment in Costa Rica in 2010 with
an industrial plant to process bananas and
cassava. Alimentos Bermúdez exports its
products under the name Soldanza Plantain
to the Caribbean, North America and Latin
America and provides employment to
6

Ibid.

7

Ibid.

approximately 200 people. This is a good
example of the entrepreneurial vision of a
group of Trinidadian investors who expanded
their portfolio to Costa Rica.

PROCOMER VOICES
In 2003 Costa Rica opened its export
promotion agency PROCOMER in Trinidad
and Tobago. Lila Johnson, Coordinator of
Trade Promotion of PROCOMER, indicates
that an important attribute for Costa Rica
lies “in marketing quality products and high
added value, being a green and sustainable
country, with peace and democracy (political
and economic stability) and innovation in
production processes”. Specifically, the human
factor is an important variable in Costa Rica’s
economic synergy.
Carmen Gil, Chargé d’Affaires of the Embassy
of Costa Rica in the Republic of Trinidad
and Tobago, says of Costa Rica’s increased
economic appeal: “The main factor that
promotes Costa Rica abroad and makes it a
commercial attraction is the country’s interest
in generating links for open markets, which is
why the Ministry of Foreign Trade (COMEX) has
been working hard since the decade of the 90s
to generate income to benefit the domestic
product abroad. Currently, according to
COMEX, Costa Rica has effected nine bilateral
and five multilateral free trade agreements”.

Evelyn Gutierrez-Soto is Counsellor at the Embassy of
Costa Rica in Trinidad and Tobago.

What makes a country
attractive to foreign
investors? Certainly, the
answer can be found in
political stability, a growing
economy, a business climate
amenable to investor
needs, attractive niche
markets, and, especially,
human talent development
and empowerment
opportunities. Essentially,
these factors are what
makes Costa Rica an
ideal location for foreign
investment.
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AMCHAM T&T

A VERY WARM WELCOME
AMCHAM T&T Member Testimonial CKBAA Healthcare

O

ne of the Chamber’s newest
members, CKBAA Healthcare,
joined AMCHAM T&T in 2015,
and recently took advantage
of the opportunity to have a
one-on-one meeting with AMCHAM
T&T’s CEO Nirad Tewarie and Members
Services Assistant Neerala Boodoo.
Peter L Chee Kee Bowman, Managing
Director of CKBAA Healthcare, also chose
to share his thoughts on the company’s
interaction with the Chamber thus far.
1) Why did you join AMCHAM T&T?
CKBAA Healthcare Limited became a member
of AMCHAM T&T because of its keen value
proposition and its long-standing service to
the business community, both locally and
regionally. We were also attracted to the
Chamber’s continued success in bridging the
gap between this country and those in the
Americas. AMCHAM T&T is a key stakeholder
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in the local economy and an effective voice
of representation to the business community.
2) How satisfied are you with your
membership?
Although we have been a member for a
relatively short period, it seems as though we
have been a part of the Chamber forever. The
welcome we received was certainly a breath
of fresh air and as members of the Chamber,
we have been able to gain valuable insights
on current affairs and meet the “who’s who”
in the business sector. The Chamber’s open
door policy and willingness to assist have
made for an overwhelming and truly satisfying
experience.
3) What services/products/events do you
appreciate most/are most valuable to you
and your company?
AMCHAM T&T has been instrumental in
coordinating meetings and guiding us to meet
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Peter L Chee Kee
Bowman
with the right person or persons, which has
helped our organisation to move forward more
quickly. AMCHAM’s breakfast meetings, such
as “The Economic Outlook”, which focus on
current affairs, have given us better insight to
prepare for future and strategic planning.
The Chamber’s panel discussions provide the
much-needed opportunity for us to voice
opinions on the amendment of the Industrial
Relations Act. The Networking Mixer, which was
held recently at the bpTT Suite in the Oval, was
a very enjoyable and beneficial event as well.
4) How has your interaction been with
the Secretariat/ Board Executives?
The AMCHAM delegation has been more
than accommodating, friendly and insightful. I
could not ask for more.

AMCHAM T&T

NETWORKING MIXER
Small Talk, Big Links

T

aking up with their responsibility of increasing
meaningful engagement and interaction among
membership, AMCHAM T&T’s Chamber
Experience and Imaging Committee hosted its
first networking mixer on 13 July, 2016.

“Small Talk, Big Links” gave mid-levels managers the
opportunity to mix and mingle with AMCHAM T&T’s Board
of Directors as well as with a number of select multinational
country heads and CEOs.
Speakers Adonna Da Costa-Headley of AMPLE and Karrian
Hepburn of Scotiabank candidly shared their experiences and
lessons learned throughout their career. They also imparted
some tips on using networking events to create meaningful
and effective interactions.

Marissa Nicholas, Commercial Specialist US Embassy T&T; Maria Elena Portorreal, Senior
Commercial Specialist U.S. Embassy Santo Domingo; Melissa Pierre, Senior Projects and Trade
Officer AMCHAM T&T

The Chamber Experience and Imaging Committee
would like to extend a special thank you to the
event sponsors:

Ravi Suryadevara, President AMCHAM T&T; Jason George, Chair Chamber Experience and
Imaging Committee; Adonna Da Costa Headley, Director & Manager Client Relations AMPLE;
Nirad Tewarie, CEO AMCHAM T&T; Karrian Hepburn, Branch Manager Scotiabank Trinidad &
Tobago

Peter L Chee Kee Bowman, Managing Director CKBAA Healthcare and
Sana Ragbir, Director AMCHAM T&T

Shelly Balkissoon, Manager Marketing & Business Development; Giselle Thompson, V.P. Corporate
Operations bpTT; Nisa Lee-Archibald, Sales Manager Caribbean Ideas
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AMCHAM T&T

INNOVATIVE HSSE STRATEGIES FOR
TODAY’S CHALLENGES
AMCHAM T&T Launches its 20th Annual Health, Safety,
Security and Environment Conference and Exhibition

THE CONFERENCE &
EXHIBITION
AMCHAM T&T’s HSSE journey has been
based on the philosophy of proactively
providing solutions rather than just highlighting
problems. Having recognised the need for
education, awareness and commitment to
best practices in HSE, the Chamber established
its HSE Committee. The conference is an
avenue for sharing information with companies
and specialists in industry, and the attendant
exhibition serves to reach industry professionals
and the wider public.

Derek Daniel, Manager Branding and Communications Atlantic; Lyndon Mohess, Area Operations Manager, bpTT;..., ...
Ravi Suryadevara, President AMCHAM T&T; Sir Michael Gideon Marmot, Director of the Institute of Health Equity;...;
...; Melissa Pierre, AMCHAM T&T; ..., ...

Today, this conference is the region’s
premier conference and exhibition and the
largest gathering of professionals in the field
of Occupational Health and Safety, Security,
Environment Management and Disaster
Preparedness. One of the major benefits of
this conference is the opportunity to showcase
products and services in the exhibition area as
well as build networks.

THE AWARDS
AMCHAM T&T believes that those who
create risks should manage those risks, and we
continue to advocate for the adoption of best
practice in the areas of HSE, with emphasis
on expansion of knowledge and excellence in
operation.

Ravi Suryadevara, President AMCHAM T&T; Lyndon Mohess, Area Operations Manager, bpTT; Derek Daniel,
Manager Branding and Communications Atlantic; Sir Michael Gideon Marmot, Director of the Institute of Health
Equity; Mike Hess, CEO Nu-Iron Unlimited
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For more information on
how you can be a part
of this year’s conference
and exhibition please
contact the AMCHAM T&T
Secretariat: (868) 6224466; 622-0340; 6282508 ext. 227

Photos: Roger Jacob, Newsday

8-9 NOVEMBER, 2016, HYATT REGENCY, TRINIDAD

The theme of this year’s conference: Innovative HSSE
Strategies For Today’s Challenges is very timely
and relevant as we continue to face innumerable
challenges in operating our businesses.

It is in this vein that we included the National
Excellence in HSE Awards into the conference.
Now in their fourth year, these awards recognise
companies that integrate HSE as a key
organisational value, and whose achievements
in HSE performance are measurably linked to
profitability and productivity.

THE 2016 EVENT
The theme of this year’s conference:
Innovative HSSE Strategies For Today’s
Challenges is very timely and relevant as we
continue to face innumerable challenges in
operating our businesses.

Speakers include The Honourable Nicole
Olivierre, Minister of Energy and Energy
Industries; Ambassador John L. Estrada, U.S.
Ambassador to the Republic of Trinidad and
Tobago; Dr. Jennie Ward, President and CEO
PAHO Foundation; and Dave Hill, Business
Communications Skills Expert, among others.
Last year the CEO’s panel discussion
received tremendous positive feedback, and
thus we will continue to provide a forum where
participants can interact with industry leaders.
This year features CEOs from different sectors
in Trinidad and Tobago, such as Manufacturing,
the Oil and Gas Industry, the Upstream Oil
Industry as well as the Services Industry.

We will again partner with the Indiana
University of Pennsylvania (IUP) as we continue
to strengthen the conference’s security tract.
This year, the IUP will focus on the three broad
topics: ICT Vulnerability and Risks, Increasing
Country Resilience: New Technology for
Security for Country-Protection and Recovery
and Cyber Security: New Technology and
Security Challenges. These sessions will be led
by security experts from the IUP, Trinidad and
Tobago Defense Force, and the Office of the
Attorney General.
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENTAL
COACHING - ARE YOU READY?
Written by Dale Laughlin Coaching

"Every very famous athlete, every famous performer
has somebody as a coach. Somebody who can watch
what they’re doing and say, is that what you really
meant? Did you really do that? … A coach really,
really helps.”
Eric Schmidt, Executive Chairman & Former CEO, Google

Y

ou are a high-performing, high-potential leader and you pursue
challenging goals for your career. You are creative and pragmatic when
problems arise, resilient in the face of setbacks, skilled at building
strong professional relationships, and serve as an authentic role-model
for your peers and team members. However, you yearn to do and
achieve much more. How valuable, then, would it be for you to partner with an
experienced coach who believes in your untapped potential and whose
purpose is to support you as you discover and release this potential?
Your coach is your strategic partner, supporter and guide. You are an active player and
collaborator in the process, responsible for making your coaching experience a positive
and powerful one.
Here’s what you can expect:
•

A purposeful process: Your clarity sharpens as you set your intention and commit to
action and self-accountability.

•

An empowering journey: Your insights and perspectives deepen as you reflect on and
discover answers to powerful questions.

•

A non-judgemental, positive, supporting presence: Your confidence increases as you
invest your energy, act, get results and learn.

•

A freedom to respond: Your trust deepens as you are listened to with genuine
curiosity, deep respect and with no agenda other than your own success.

WHY COACHING AND WHY NOW?
In a 2011 TedTalk, Gary Hamel, business thinker and management author, raised
the challenging question: Are today’s organisations “fit for human beings” and “for
the future”? Five years later, the escalating volatility, upheaval, conflict and ambiguity
experienced globally beg the question: What are the different behaviours, systems and
structures required to support the emergence of a new world that is better suited to the
human spirit?
No longer is coaching used only in situations where remedial work is necessary. Today,
forward-thinking organisations are aligning it with their performance management
and talent development processes to create a results-achieving, mutually beneficial
experience for both leaders and their team members. According to the 2016 Henley
Corporate Learning Survey, which attracted 439 individual respondents from 47 countries,
“As in previous years, coaching is a key tool, both for individuals and teams”.
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I

ncreasingly, the investment in coaching is being extended to middle management and highpotential junior staff as well as teams. From this perspective, coaching supports leaders in
learning to think and work together more effectively, in deepening their relationships and in
enhancing their capacity to lead and influence. Leaders learn, too, the art of asking powerful
questions, then pausing, thus creating a space in which their team members more readily
and openly offer their thoughts, expand on their contributions and reframe their perspectives.
These practices help leaders earn the right to lead and become catalysts for change within their
organisations.

COACHING DELIVERS POWERFUL RESULTS
Companies are finding that investing in coaching at all leadership levels is cost effective. It
enhances significantly the return on investment of traditional training by supporting learners who
return to work motivated to improve their performance by applying and integrating their new
knowledge and skills in the workplace. In addition, the coaching content and methodology is highly
personalised. Often, benefits can be seen very quickly. As the resulting changes in behaviour ripple
through the organisation, and individual and team development accelerates.

PER

FO

RM

The International Coach Federation (ICF) cites CareSource (a not-for-profit, large managed care
company in the Unites States), as a coaching success story. It quotes Jaclyn A. Smith, Vice-President
of CareSource University, the organisation’s training arm, as saying, “When I’m doing three- to fourmonth post-coaching evaluations with new leaders, I often hear, I now use the coaching questions
that were used with me with my staff, and that’s making them more effective.” The ICF Coaching
Success Story goes on to quantify the ROI achieved: “Overall, CareSource estimates a savings
of $744,632 from coaching, for an ROI of 211 percent over five years.” (International Coach
Federation, Coaching Success Stories).

A

Performance
Coaching Phase 1:

N G C YC L E
I
H
AC
O
C

Leader/coach & team
member co-create performance
ALIGNING
commitments, setting intentions
COACHING WITH
aligned with strategy,
PEOPLE MANAGEMENT AND
creating goals & action plans,
agreeing on accountability
TALENT DEVELOPMENT
Given that coaching has become an integral part of people
& consequences &
development solutions, it makes sense for organisations to introduce it
committing to mutual
formally across all of their performance management and talent development
responsibility.

N

CE

processes and, in particular, in the areas of training, succession planning, and
employee retention. In the 2016 Henley Corporate Learning Survey, cited earlier in this
article, two key themes were highlighted: an increased focus on organisation-wide development
and concern around senior-level succession planning.
Here are some suggestions that can be utilised by organisations of all sizes:

• Invest in coaching in leadership programmes to equip leaders to deepen their relationships with
their people and deliver a more personalised learning strategy that helps them to achieve their own
professional ambitions while contributing more effectively to company goals.

Performance
Coaching Phase 3:

•

Embrace coaching as a strategy for talent retention and succession planning
• Embed coaching into each stage of the performance management cycle so that the

Leader/coach & team
leader serves as a coach, partnering with the team member to continuously improve
member collaborate to review
performance aligned with the organisation’s mission, values, vision and goals and to the
performance, assessing overall
benefit of both parties.
results, outcomes & impact,
identifying remaining gaps & areas
Let’s end at the beginning. Coaching is gaining global recognition
of success or for improvement,
as a powerful developmental tool in today’s frenetic, volatile
Performance
projecting into new performance business environment. Organisations are beginning to integrate
Coaching Phase 2:
period, preparing for new
and embed coaching into their performance management
cycle.
and talent development processes. Additionally, leaders are
Leader/coach and team
embracing the transformational power of coaching, seeing
member
execute Performance
it as a relevant and powerful developmental solution and
Commitments,
reporting on
strategy for working and growing with their people.
actions taken, results achieved &
It’s time now for the emergence of the leader as
lessons learned, trouble-shooting
coach. Are you ready?
challenges, providing mutual
coaching support, adjusting
goals & plans as necessary,
acknowledging &
celebrating wins.
AMCHAM T&T LINKAGE Edition 3 / 2016
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EMBRACING CREATIVITY
IN OUR LIVES
The AFTT Celebrates African Cinema

As many leaders and thinkers have come
to acknowledge worldwide, creativity
is an engine of development for any
society and one of the key drivers of
individual and group success. We can use
our imagination and creativity to rebel
against injustice and find solutions to the
many challenges we face as a society.
This film festival aims to inspire us all
to embrace creativity in our lives as not
simply entertainment or an after-school/
after-work activity, but as a vital part of
who we are and how we live. It hopes to
help us imagine the possibilities for the
arts and creativity right here among us,
in education, business, tourism and trade.

D

uring the week leading up to Emancipation Day (July
25th - 31st), the Africa Film Trinidad and Tobago (AFTT)
held its second annual film festival at the Little Carib
Theatre and The UWI Film Programme. The festival
opened to a packed audience with the Caribbean
premiere of Ethiopia’s Yared Zeleke’s poignant drama, Lamb
(2015).
AFTT was founded in 2015, the same year that the United Nations
launched the International Decade of People of African Descent (20152024). The festival aims to establish a connection between Africa and the
Caribbean through film and celebrates the historical, contemporary and
on-going connections between people of the Caribbean and those of the
African continent. It offers a glimpse into the cultures and experiences
of several of the fifty-four countries of the African continent which have
produced cultures and peoples that have had a profound impact on the
Caribbean and the world.

S

creening exceptional contemporary and classic African films,
AFTT is concerned with bringing positive African content of
various genres to the Caribbean while initiating a conversation
between African and Caribbean filmmakers. African film can
provide a great source of inspiration and aesthetics for the
Caribbean and serve as a model for developing our own film industry.
Nigeria’s “Nollywood” is now the second largest film industry in the
world, yet it is largely absent from Trinbagonian cinemas. Although some
Nollywood films are available by pirate DVD vendors and the industry has
thus grown in popularity in the region over the past few years, African
film continues to have minimal representation in the region as Hollywood
40
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continues to take centre stage with Bollywood following behind. By
opening this window to African cinema, it is AFTT’s hope that we in the
Caribbean too will find creative ways of telling our own stories. In order to
do this, we need a vision of ourselves that looks beyond Hollywood and
connects to other parts of the world.
AFTT features African stories that so many of us can relate to: stories
that are new yet feel somehow familiar -- stories that entertain and
inspire. In just two years, AFTT has screened films from over 18 African
countries to a steadily growing number of viewers. These films show us
what is possible if we invest in our own creativity. Like the filmmakers and
communities behind the blossoming of African cinema, we too can draw
on our talents and use our imagination to address the issues we face here
in the Caribbean.

A

frica Film Trinidad and Tobago has already left a strong impact
and, as it continues to grow, will strive to include as many
communities as possible and add new components to the
festival. In 2016 AFTT introduced two new events aimed at
broadening the viewership of the festival: “AFTT Jr” and “AFTT
Movie Maxi”. AFTT Jr is a day of screenings especially for children and the
AFTT Movie Maxi series is the outreach component of the festival that will
take African films into various urban and rural communities across
Trinidad and Tobago.
Africa Film Trinidad and Tobago is run by Festival Founder and Director
Asha Lovelace and a small team including Creative Director Parveen
Baldeosingh, Maya Cross-Lovelace, Tiy Cross-Lovelace, Melanie Jones,
Tracy Assing and Shea Best.

Photo: Djomas/Shutterstock

Focus on the Arts

Photo: bazodeethemovie.com

Q & A with Susanne Bohnet, CEO Serafini Film

B

azodee, starring local soca superstar Machel Montano in
his film debut and British actress Natalie Perera, is a new
style Bollywood musical with a distinctly Caribbean
flavour. The film premiered in New York in July 2016 at
the PlayStation Theatre in Times Square and was released
nationwide throughout the US in August. It had a successful
showing on some 50 screens in 40 markets across the United
States and was released in the Caribbean and in Canada in
September. The connection between the distribution and
production was made as a result of an AMCHAM T&T event.

WHAT HAS BEEN THE RESPONSE TO THE
MOVIE SINCE ITS US RELEASE?
SB: The film was incredibly well received within the US. People would
jump, dance and shout their comments in screenings. They genuinely
loved the film and felt engaged within the story and its ending. Bazodee
received glowing reviews in The New York Times, Huffington Post and
many other noteworthy media outlets and publications.

WHAT WERE YOUR INITIAL THOUGHTS WHEN
YOU FIRST SAW THE MOVIE?
SB: I first saw the film at the Trinidad and Tobago Film Festival and
instantly loved its universal story, relatable characters, strong music and
musical performances, authentic chemistry between the two leads, and
its sexy vibe. A movie like this needs all this. However, it needed some
work to be able to compete with US films. The reshoots we did were
focused on strengthening the story and characters. Further work on the
musical score of the film was done by a very talented Tobagonian, Q
Major, a rare musical talent who understood that we wanted the score to
sound Caribbean and not American.

WHAT CAN LOCAL FILMMAKERS DO TO MAKE
THEIR FILMS MORE MARKETABLE TO A GLOBAL
AUDIENCE WHILE STILL MAINTAINING
CULTURAL AUTHENTICITY?
SB: A good, believable script will always retain its cultural identity.
It is all about heart: a good story comes from a place where the writer
has a deep, personal affinity to the story, and if the script is written well,
such affinity will be felt and experienced by the audience as well. Far
too often, scripts that are underdeveloped go into production, without

consideration that several more rewrites would have made a huge
difference.
With respect to cultural authenticity, we are living in a time where,
due to technology, we are able to travel more and learn about the
world via the internet; thus we are all global citizens. We are also
subconsciously merging with many different cultures and becoming
very eclectic. Therefore, it is crucial that the writer, director and
producer understand the story and its audience and how to reach that
audience. If a film is meant to reach US mainstream audiences, it always
helps to attach an essential US element to the story. That way the
audience has something they can relate to.

WHAT ROLE DID AMCHAM T&T PLAY IN
MAKING THE INTERNATIONAL RELEASE OF
THE FILM A REALITY?
SB: AMCHAM T&T invited me to host and speak at a panel for a lot of
government and private stakeholders who have an interest in building
a sustainable industry in T&T, which was extremely well attended and
successful. On that trip I met Lorraine O'Connor, one of the producers
of the film, who suggested that I see Bazodee at the Film Festival and
the rest is now history.

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS NECESSARY FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE T&T FILM INDUSTRY?
SB: I will offer a few suggestions which can be used as food for
thought:
•

T&T already has very good people working in the film and television
industries, who would benefit from further education and guidance
from seasoned professionals to help them adjust to international
standards. At least one well-trained crew has to be assembled and
identified.

•

It would also be beneficial to have more data on or a registry of all
industry-related professionals.

•

The strong US dollar and Euro compared to the TT$ would benefit
foreign productions and further assist in financing the local film
industry.

•

There should be film tanks and support groups for writers and
filmmakers, and grants, as well as funding mechanisms, to get their
projects developed.
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Beautiful Print

AMCHAM T&T

AMCHAM ON THE INSIDE
AS "YOUR PATHWAY TO THE AMERICAS",
SOME OF AMCHAM T&T’S SERVICES ARE LISTED BELOW:

Did you know?
Our strong mix of formidable local and
international member companies, strong
networking links, close association with the
U.S. Embassy and alliances with the Association
of American Chambers of Commerce in
Latin America and The Caribbean (AACCLA)
all ensure rapid access to what you need
to compete effectively both in local and
overseas markets. We can therefore secure
for members strategic information on doing
business in a particular country as well as
set up introductions to the right business
organisations or companies in the U.S. and
throughout the western hemisphere.
AMCHAM T&T
Facilitation

U.S.

Business

Visa

You are eligible to use this facility for renewal
of visas from the U.S. Embassy for business.
In addition, when the automated visa
appointment services areas are ‘backlogged’,
AMCHAM T&T may facilitate expedited visa
appointments for business travel and training
for company personnel. This is available at no
cost to the employees of member companies.
AMCHAM T&T Introductions
You may already be in contact with a company
with whom you would like to do business or
make an alliance. AMCHAM T&T will send a
letter of introduction for member companies,
which will include details such as the length
of time your company has been a member of
AMCHAM T&T and your company’s involvement
with Chamber activities etc. AMCHAM T&T will
encourage the setting up of a meeting for you
to promote your products and services, but will
not endorse an individual company product
or service, as we represent several competing
companies in any one industry.
One-on-One Appointments
Through our local and international
connections as well as the international
AMCHAM network, AMCHAM T&T can arrange
one-on-one appointments for companies who
are seeking to expand their business in Trinidad
and Tobago and the Americas.

Access to AMCHAM T&T Membership
Database

AMCHAM T&T Organsing Your Event

Listed AMCHAM T&T executives may request
at any time from AMCHAM T&T the most
updated version of our membership database
highlighting companies’ names, addresses
and executives’ contact information. An excel
version is also available.

(Event must be trade or business-related)
AMCHAM T&T can arrange the logistics of
your event, all arrangements including sending
out invitations via email or otherwise, and
special invitation to ministers / diplomatic
corps, following up for responses, coordination
of logistics at venue before and after function.

AMCHAM T&T Executive Info Session

Event Email Mailout Service (EEMS)

Launching a new product or service? AMCHAM
T&T’s InfoSessions are an excellent way of
niche marketing to the decision makers of
our 297 member companies, as well as to
the wider business community. AMCHAM T&T
will be responsible for sending out notices of
the session to our members and the wider
business community, registration, organising
the room and refreshments as well as any
other administrative duties that may arise.

EEMS is an email service which gives you
the opportunity to detail your event (e.g.
conference, seminar, etc.) to the executives
listed on the AMCHAM T&T database (over
1000 executives). Product, seminar or service
must be trade or trade-related.

•

Chamber Experience and Imaging (CEI)
Committee

Incoming & Outgoing Trade Missions

•

Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE)
Committee

•

Legislative Committee

•

Trade and Investment Committee

•

Security Committee

•

Governance Committee

Information is available upon request.
AMCHAM T&T Monthly Meetings
You will receive notices of our Monthly
Meetings, which usually begin at 8:15
a.m. and end between 9:30 and 10:30
a.m. AMCHAM T&T business is usually the
first item on the agenda, followed by a guest
speaker and a discussion session. Occasionally
these meetings may take the form of a
Luncheon or Dinner. This may be the case
if there is a special event or an important
overseas visitor. Your company may also
choose to become the corporate associate
of a particular meeting for a sponsorship fee.
AMCHAM T&T Board Room Rental
AMCHAM T&T’s conference room is available
for meetings, training sessions and board
meetings. Send the particular details
regarding meeting needs in terms of seating,
catering, equipment, etc. and we will arrange
it for you.

Join an AMCHAM T&T Committee!

Please contact us if you are interested in
participating in any committee.
All AMCHAM T&T's financial members are
encouraged to have representation on the
committees in order to voice their issues and
to provide feedback for the lobbying effort
of the AMCHAM T&T’s Board of Directors.
Committee meetings are another forum where
members can share invaluable experiences
and information with each other. To join a
committee, please contact The AMCHAM T&T
Secretariat Tel: (868) 622 4466/0340

Please note that some of
AMCHAM T&T services & products
carry a nominal fee.
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NEW MEMBERS
EDIFY
CONSULTING
LIMITED

Contact Info:
Lot 198 Cocrico Crescent,
Malabar Phase III, Arima
Tel: 868-275-4646
Website: www.edifytt.com

Edify® leads powerful experiences which change the way
corporate teams face challenges and take advantage of
opportunities.

HALCROW
GROUP
(TRINIDAD
AND TOBAGO)
LIMITED

Contact Info:
18 Scott Bushe Street
Port of Spain
Tel: 868-222-7290
Fax: 868-221-8683
www.ch2m.com

Through building trusted relationships, we partner with
governments, communities, businesses and organisations all
over the world. We are dedicated to tackling our clients’
toughest infrastructure and natural resource challenges with
optimism and imagination.

C.R
BOODOOSINGH
AND SONS
LIMITED

Contact Info:
1003 Gulf View Park West,
La Romain
Office: 868-652-7446; 7380
Fax: 868-653-4221

The fuel distribution and transportation operations of CR
Boodoosingh and Sons Limited (CRB) came into existence in
1965 when it operated under the founder and sole proprietor
Cecil Rouse Boodoosingh. The company was formally registered
as a limited liability company on August 2nd, 1994.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
2016

SPONSORING AN AMCHAM T&T EVENT PROVIDES YOU WITH
A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO CONNECT WITH OUR DIVERSE
MEMBERSHIP BASE TO ENSURE TARGETED MARKETING AND
CORPORATE BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES.
Align your company with the benchmark of Excellence in the Business Community.
Each event of AMCHAM T&T is unique and provides you with an opportunity to network and
connect with a different target audience, customer base or potential business partners.

OCTOBER 2016
Post Budget Forum
Venue: Hyatt Regency, Trinidad | Date: Tuesday 4th October, 2016
For further information please contact: Francisca Hector, franciscahector@amchamtt.com

NOVEMBER 2016
20th Annual Health, Safety, Security & Environment Conference and Exhibition
Venue: Hyatt Regency, Trinidad.

| Date: Tuesday 8th & Wednesday 9th November, 2016

4th National Excellence in HSE Awards

Venue: Port-of-Spain Ballroom, Hyatt Regency, Trinidad.

| Date: Tuesday 8th November, 2016

Contact Melissa Pierre – melissapierre@amchamtt.com; Choy Durity – choydurity@amchamtt.com; Neerala Boodoo - neeralaboodoo@amchamtt.com for more information on
sponsorship, booth registration and attendance.

Doing Business in Latin America
New Members' Reception
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International Tax Planning for U.S. Citizens,
U.S. Residents & Non U.S. Investors
U.S. TAX ACCOUNTANTS | ATTORNEY| IRS ENROLLED AGENTS

Hayden T. Joseph
- U.S. Tax Planning & Compliance -

Our international tax team has over 80 years experience and we are fully
qualified and licensed to practice before the Internal Revenue Service (I.R.S.).

Services Include
- IRS Tax Amnesty – Both Offshore Voluntary
Disclosure (OVDP) and Streamlined
- FATCA Compliance - Including Form 8966,
W-8 Ben-E and Entity Analysis
- Corporate Reporting of Companies,
Partnerships and Trusts
- Giving up U.S. citizenship or Surrendering
U.S. Green Cards
- Passive Foreign Investment Companies
- Foreign Bank Account Reporting
- Pre-immigration Tax Planning
- Cross border Tax Planning
- Expat Salary Negotiation
- Corporate Structuring
- ITINs

Hayden T Joseph CPA LLP
c/o Wheeler & Co. Attorneys at Law
3rd Floor, Guardian Media Building,
22-24, St Vincent Street, Port-of-Spain,
Help@AdvancedAmericanTax.com
Phone: +13055177991

Hayden T Joseph CPA LLP
20801 Biscayne Blvd Suite 403
Miami, Florida 33180
Help@AdvancedAmericanTax.com
Phone: +13055177991

For more information, visit: http://AventuraTax.net or http://NorthMiamiBeachTax.com

